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R A D I C A L  A C C E P T A N C E



 

Moving through our emotions is as simple
as accepting them, we don’t need to have a
mind-boggling equation to shift our dated
belief systems. 
I want to repeat this again & again, no
matter where the thought came from, who
hurt you or even if they were self-inflicted,
you have done nothing wrong. 

You have done the best you could up until
this point, by accepting our emotions we
also inevitably forgive the people who have
hurt us or who were the catalyst for the
thought or feeling. 

I want to note that most of our

programming is ancestral.

Be gentle during this process, everything
you are feeling is SO much bigger than
you, it is generations of trauma passed
down to you. By accepting we also realize
no one is at fault, it just is what it is. We no
longer reject or shame (those are the
lowest vibrations babe) we honour
everything we have been through and
LOVE that version of us anyway.
 

I ACCEPT

ALL OF ME
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RADICAL ACCEPTANCE



ACCEPTANCE

It's not about rejecting aka releasing but radically accepting all of

our emotions and past versions of us. 

 

All of this fear/ anxiety/ depression coming forth is just a built-up
resistance of emotions, it is a call from your inner child screaming to

be heard.
She has been silenced for too long babe, let's hold her and remind

her it is safe to love again. 
It's been easy to reject because playing small is “safer” than facing

the unknown.
Little did we know the unknown is where love is.

 
This is your time to shine my love, we bring light to the shadows by

sitting with them, because we are the light, but we also are the
shadows.

And guess what? 
It is all beautiful.

As we move through this process of acceptance, notice the meaning
you assign to your beliefs.

Know that you can change ANYTHING by just allowing it.
 

From there we build awareness.
From there we move forward.
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I ACCEPT

ALL OF ME
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GET READY TO ACCEPT ALL OF YOU

+ From the notes, you took during last week what
were the 5 most common beliefs or self-
sabotaging thoughts that came up for you?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

+ Beneath each belief/thought can you pinpoint the
core emotion? ( EX. neglect, abandonment,
aloneness, scarcity, rejection etc.)
Write the core emotion for each thought.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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+ Has there been any way these thoughts have been serving you?

+ For each major belief write how it has held you back in life.
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+ See each version of yourself crystal clear in your mind,
as much as you may want to reject her or that part of
your journey, tell her how much you love her. Repeat this
practice whenever you feel like rejecting a version of
yourself.
Example :
"I love that version of me that didn't accept love because
she taught me so much about myself" 
"I love that version of me that needed a nap over getting
work done, she must have been really tired." 
"I love that version of me that experienced trauma
because she showed me how strong I am."   

Whatever it may be just say,
"I LOVE YOU"

+ Who was the version of you that allowed these belief
systems? Write down each version of you.
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I

HEAR YOU

+ I invite you to do an acceptance practice for the top 5 beliefs
you wrote down, ( video in the module ) take your time with it,
you can do one daily, one per week or even one per month. 

Whatever feels natural to you.
I suggest one per week.

 
 

 Your soul will be invited to repeat this practice often, as your
emotions arise accept them, this can be as simple as sitting with

the feeling and talking to your inner child as you allow it. 
 

Repeat to her. 

“ I hear you.” 

“We are safe.”

 

We are done pushing against how we feel, let it rise, breathe,
feel it, no more distractions babe. 

The more you allow, the quicker it moves through. It's not
usually as bad as we think it will be.

Do whatever feels natural to allow it, cry, dance, write,
 call a friend, go for a walk etc.

You got this babe,



WHAT  ELSE

CAME  UP

FOR  YOU?
HOW  DOES  IT

FEEL  TO  SIT

WITH  THESE

BELIEFS?

WWW . Y O U D E S E R V E Y O U CO V E N . C OM

Y O U  D E S E R V E  Y O U
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